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Student's Solutions Manual Elementary Number Theory - David Burton 2010-01-29

Elementary Number Theory and Its Applications - Kenneth H. Rosen 2000
The fourth edition of Kenneth Rosen's widely used and successful text, Elementary Number Theory and Its
Applications, preserves the strengths of the previous editions, while enhancing the book's flexibility and
depth of content coverage.The blending of classical theory with modern applications is a hallmark feature
of the text. The Fourth Edition builds on this strength with new examples, additional applications and
increased cryptology coverage. Up-to-date information on the latest discoveries is included.Elementary
Number Theory and Its Applications provides a diverse group of exercises, including basic exercises
designed to help students develop skills, challenging exercises and computer projects. In addition to years
of use and professor feedback, the fourth edition of this text has been thoroughly accuracy checked to
ensure the quality of the mathematical content and the exercises.
Number Theory - Titu Andreescu 2009-06-12
This introductory textbook takes a problem-solving approach to number theory, situating each concept
within the framework of an example or a problem for solving. Starting with the essentials, the text covers
divisibility, unique factorization, modular arithmetic and the Chinese Remainder Theorem, Diophantine
equations, binomial coefficients, Fermat and Mersenne primes and other special numbers, and special
sequences. Included are sections on mathematical induction and the pigeonhole principle, as well as a
discussion of other number systems. By emphasizing examples and applications the authors motivate and
engage readers.
Mathematics for Computer Science - Eric Lehman 2017-03-08
This book covers elementary discrete mathematics for computer science and engineering. It emphasizes
mathematical definitions and proofs as well as applicable methods. Topics include formal logic notation,
proof methods; induction, well-ordering; sets, relations; elementary graph theory; integer congruences;
asymptotic notation and growth of functions; permutations and combinations, counting principles; discrete
probability. Further selected topics may also be covered, such as recursive definition and structural
induction; state machines and invariants; recurrences; generating functions.
Elementary Number Theory - Kenneth H. Rosen 2015

Introduction to Probability - David F. Anderson 2017-11-02
This classroom-tested textbook is an introduction to probability theory, with the right balance between
mathematical precision, probabilistic intuition, and concrete applications. Introduction to Probability covers
the material precisely, while avoiding excessive technical details. After introducing the basic vocabulary of
randomness, including events, probabilities, and random variables, the text offers the reader a first glimpse
of the major theorems of the subject: the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem. The important
probability distributions are introduced organically as they arise from applications. The discrete and
continuous sides of probability are treated together to emphasize their similarities. Intended for students
with a calculus background, the text teaches not only the nuts and bolts of probability theory and how to
solve specific problems, but also why the methods of solution work.
An Introduction to Mathematical Reasoning - Peter J. Eccles 2013-06-26
This book eases students into the rigors of university mathematics. The emphasis is on understanding and
constructing proofs and writing clear mathematics. The author achieves this by exploring set theory,
combinatorics, and number theory, topics that include many fundamental ideas and may not be a part of a
young mathematician's toolkit. This material illustrates how familiar ideas can be formulated rigorously,
provides examples demonstrating a wide range of basic methods of proof, and includes some of the all-timegreat classic proofs. The book presents mathematics as a continually developing subject. Material meeting
the needs of readers from a wide range of backgrounds is included. The over 250 problems include
questions to interest and challenge the most able student but also plenty of routine exercises to help
familiarize the reader with the basic ideas.
An Illustrated Theory of Numbers - Martin H. Weissman 2020-09-15
News about this title: — Author Marty Weissman has been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for 2020.
(Learn more here.) — Selected as a 2018 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title — 2018 PROSE Awards
Honorable Mention An Illustrated Theory of Numbers gives a comprehensive introduction to number
theory, with complete proofs, worked examples, and exercises. Its exposition reflects the most recent
scholarship in mathematics and its history. Almost 500 sharp illustrations accompany elegant proofs, from
prime decomposition through quadratic reciprocity. Geometric and dynamical arguments provide new
insights, and allow for a rigorous approach with less algebraic manipulation. The final chapters contain an
extended treatment of binary quadratic forms, using Conway's topograph to solve quadratic Diophantine
equations (e.g., Pell's equation) and to study reduction and the finiteness of class numbers. Data
visualizations introduce the reader to open questions and cutting-edge results in analytic number theory
such as the Riemann hypothesis, boundedness of prime gaps, and the class number 1 problem.
Accompanying each chapter, historical notes curate primary sources and secondary scholarship to trace the
development of number theory within and outside the Western tradition. Requiring only high school algebra
and geometry, this text is recommended for a first course in elementary number theory. It is also suitable
for mathematicians seeking a fresh perspective on an ancient subject.
Introduction to the Theory of Numbers - G. H. Hardy 1959
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Elementary Number Theory - James S. Kraft 2014-11-24
Elementary Number Theory takes an accessible approach to teaching students about the role of number
theory in pure mathematics and its important applications to cryptography and other areas. The first
chapter of the book explains how to do proofs and includes a brief discussion of lemmas, propositions,
theorems, and corollaries. The core of the text covers linear Diophantine equations; unique factorization;
congruences; Fermat’s, Euler’s, and Wilson’s theorems; order and primitive roots; and quadratic
reciprocity. The authors also discuss numerous cryptographic topics, such as RSA and discrete logarithms,
along with recent developments. The book offers many pedagogical features. The "check your
understanding" problems scattered throughout the chapters assess whether students have learned
essential information. At the end of every chapter, exercises reinforce an understanding of the material.
Other exercises introduce new and interesting ideas while computer exercises reflect the kinds of
explorations that number theorists often carry out in their research.
Not Always Buried Deep - Paul Pollack 2009-10-14
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Number theory is one of the few areas of mathematics where problems of substantial interest can be fully
described to someone with minimal mathematical background. Solving such problems sometimes requires
difficult and deep methods. But this is not a universal phenomenon; many engaging problems can be
successfully attacked with little more than one's mathematical bare hands. In this case one says that the
problem can be solved in an elementary way. Such elementary methods and the problems to which they
apply are the subject of this book. Not Always Buried Deep is designed to be read and enjoyed by those who
wish to explore elementary methods in modern number theory. The heart of the book is a thorough
introduction to elementary prime number theory, including Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic
progressions, the Brun sieve, and the Erdos-Selberg proof of the prime number theorem. Rather than trying
to present a comprehensive treatise, Pollack focuses on topics that are particularly attractive and
accessible. Other topics covered include Gauss's theory of cyclotomy and its applications to rational
reciprocity laws, Hilbert's solution to Waring's problem, and modern work on perfect numbers. The nature
of the material means that little is required in terms of prerequisites: The reader is expected to have prior
familiarity with number theory at the level of an undergraduate course and a first course in modern algebra
(covering groups, rings, and fields). The exposition is complemented by over 200 exercises and 400
references.
Number Theory - W.A. Coppel 2006-02-02
This two-volume book is a modern introduction to the theory of numbers, emphasizing its connections with
other branches of mathematics. Part A is accessible to first-year undergraduates and deals with elementary
number theory. Part B is more advanced and gives the reader an idea of the scope of mathematics today.
The connecting theme is the theory of numbers. By exploring its many connections with other branches a
broad picture is obtained. The book contains a treasury of proofs, several of which are gems seldom seen in
number theory books.
Discrete Mathematics with Applications - Susanna S. Epp 2018-12-17
Known for its accessible, precise approach, Epp's DISCRETE MATHEMATICS WITH APPLICATIONS, 5th
Edition, introduces discrete mathematics with clarity and precision. Coverage emphasizes the major themes
of discrete mathematics as well as the reasoning that underlies mathematical thought. Students learn to
think abstractly as they study the ideas of logic and proof. While learning about logic circuits and computer
addition, algorithm analysis, recursive thinking, computability, automata, cryptography and combinatorics,
students discover that ideas of discrete mathematics underlie and are essential to today’s science and
technology. The author’s emphasis on reasoning provides a foundation for computer science and upperlevel mathematics courses. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Elementary Number Theory with Applications - Thomas Koshy 2007-05-08
This second edition updates the well-regarded 2001 publication with new short sections on topics like
Catalan numbers and their relationship to Pascal's triangle and Mersenne numbers, Pollard rho
factorization method, Hoggatt-Hensell identity. Koshy has added a new chapter on continued fractions. The
unique features of the first edition like news of recent discoveries, biographical sketches of
mathematicians, and applications--like the use of congruence in scheduling of a round-robin tournament-are being refreshed with current information. More challenging exercises are included both in the textbook
and in the instructor's manual. Elementary Number Theory with Applications 2e is ideally suited for
undergraduate students and is especially appropriate for prospective and in-service math teachers at the
high school and middle school levels. * Loaded with pedagogical features including fully worked examples,
graded exercises, chapter summaries, and computer exercises * Covers crucial applications of theory like
computer security, ISBNs, ZIP codes, and UPC bar codes * Biographical sketches lay out the history of
mathematics, emphasizing its roots in India and the Middle East
Elementary Number Theory in Nine Chapters - James J. Tattersall 1999-10-14
This book serves as a one-semester introductory course in number theory. Throughout the book, Tattersall
adopts a historical perspective and gives emphasis to some of the subject's applied aspects, highlighting the
field of cryptography. At the heart of the book are the major number theoretic accomplishments of Euclid,
Fermat, Gauss, Legendre, and Euler, and to fully illustrate the properties of numbers and concepts
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developed in the text, a wealth of exercises has been included. The reader should have "pencil in hand" and
ready access to a calculator or computer. For students new to number theory, whatever their background,
this is a stimulating and entertaining introduction to the subject.
An Introductory Course in Elementary Number Theory - Wissam Raji 2013-05-09
These notes serve as course notes for an undergraduate course in number theory. Most if not all
universities worldwide offer introductory courses in number theory for math majors and in many cases as
an elective course. The notes contain a useful introduction to important topics that need to be addressed in
a course in number theory. Proofs of basic theorems are presented in an interesting and comprehensive
way that can be read and understood even by non-majors with the exception in the last three chapters
where a background in analysis, measure theory and abstract algebra is required. The exercises are
carefully chosen to broaden the understanding of the concepts. Moreover, these notes shed light on
analytic number theory, a subject that is rarely seen or approached by undergraduate students. One of the
unique characteristics of these notes is the careful choice of topics and its importance in the theory of
numbers. The freedom is given in the last two chapters because of the advanced nature of the topics that
are presented.
Elementary Number Theory - Kenneth H. Rosen 2013-10-03
Elementary Number Theory, 6th Edition, blends classical theory with modern applications and is notable
for its outstanding exercise sets. A full range of exercises, from basic to challenging, helps students explore
key concepts and push their understanding to new heights. Computational exercises and computer projects
are also available. Reflecting many years of professor feedback, this edition offers new examples, exercises,
and applications, while incorporating advancements and discoveries in number theory made in the past few
years. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and
phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to
your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available
online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll gain instant access to this eBook. Time
limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook
products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
Elementary Number Theory - Gareth A. Jones 2012-12-06
An undergraduate-level introduction to number theory, with the emphasis on fully explained proofs and
examples. Exercises, together with their solutions are integrated into the text, and the first few chapters
assume only basic school algebra. Elementary ideas about groups and rings are then used to study groups
of units, quadratic residues and arithmetic functions with applications to enumeration and cryptography.
The final part, suitable for third-year students, uses ideas from algebra, analysis, calculus and geometry to
study Dirichlet series and sums of squares. In particular, the last chapter gives a concise account of
Fermat's Last Theorem, from its origin in the ancient Babylonian and Greek study of Pythagorean triples to
its recent proof by Andrew Wiles.
Number Theory for Computing - Song Y. Yan 2013-11-11
This book provides a good introduction to the classical elementary number theory and the modern
algorithmic number theory, and their applications in computing and information technology, including
computer systems design, cryptography and network security. In this second edition proofs of many
theorems have been provided, further additions and corrections were made.
Elementary Number Theory - Underwood Dudley 1978
"With almost a thousand imaginative exercises and problems, this book stimulates curiosity about numbers
and their properties."
Elementary Number Theory - David M. Burton 2002
This text provides a simple account of classical number theory, as well as some of the historical background
in which the subject evolved. It is intended for use in a one-semester, undergraduate number theory course
taken primarily by mathematics majors and students preparing to be secondary school teachers. Although
the text was written with this readership in mind, very few formal prerequisites are required. Much of the
text can be read by students with a sound background in high school mathematics.
A Friendly Introduction to Number Theory (Classic Version) - Joseph Silverman 2017-02-13
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Originally published in 2013, reissued as part of Pearson's modern classic series.
Elements of Number Theory - John Stillwell 2012-11-12
Solutions of equations in integers is the central problem of number theory and is the focus of this book. The
amount of material is suitable for a one-semester course. The author has tried to avoid the ad hoc proofs in
favor of unifying ideas that work in many situations. There are exercises at the end of almost every section,
so that each new idea or proof receives immediate reinforcement.
Number Theory and Cryptography - Marc Fischlin 2013-11-21
Johannes Buchmann is internationally recognized as one of the leading figures in areas of computational
number theory, cryptography and information security. He has published numerous scientific papers and
books spanning a very wide spectrum of interests; besides R&D he also fulfilled lots of administrative tasks
for instance building up and directing his research group CDC at Darmstadt, but he also served as the Dean
of the Department of Computer Science at TU Darmstadt and then went on to become Vice President of the
university for six years (2001-2007). This festschrift, published in honor of Johannes Buchmann on the
occasion of his 60th birthday, contains contributions by some of his colleagues, former students and
friends. The papers give an overview of Johannes Buchmann's research interests, ranging from
computational number theory and the hardness of cryptographic assumptions to more application-oriented
topics such as privacy and hardware security. With this book we celebrate Johannes Buchmann's vision and
achievements.
Elementary Number Theory and Its Applications - Kenneth H. Rosen 2005
Elementary Number Theory and Its Applicationsis noted for its outstanding exercise sets, including basic
exercises, exercises designed to help students explore key concepts, and challenging exercises.
Computational exercises and computer projects are also provided. In addition to years of use and professor
feedback, the fifth edition of this text has been thoroughly checked to ensure the quality and accuracy of
the mathematical content and the exercises. The blending of classical theory with modern applications is a
hallmark feature of the text. The Fifth Edition builds on this strength with new examples and exercises,
additional applications and increased cryptology coverage. The author devotes a great deal of attention to
making this new edition up-to-date, incorporating new results and discoveries in number theory made in
the past few years.
Elliptic Curves - Lawrence C. Washington 2008-04-03
Like its bestselling predecessor, Elliptic Curves: Number Theory and Cryptography, Second Edition
develops the theory of elliptic curves to provide a basis for both number theoretic and cryptographic
applications. With additional exercises, this edition offers more comprehensive coverage of the fundamental
theory, techniques, and applications of elliptic curves. New to the Second Edition Chapters on isogenies
and hyperelliptic curves A discussion of alternative coordinate systems, such as projective, Jacobian, and
Edwards coordinates, along with related computational issues A more complete treatment of the Weil and
Tate–Lichtenbaum pairings Doud’s analytic method for computing torsion on elliptic curves over Q An
explanation of how to perform calculations with elliptic curves in several popular computer algebra systems
Taking a basic approach to elliptic curves, this accessible book prepares readers to tackle more advanced
problems in the field. It introduces elliptic curves over finite fields early in the text, before moving on to
interesting applications, such as cryptography, factoring, and primality testing. The book also discusses the
use of elliptic curves in Fermat’s Last Theorem. Relevant abstract algebra material on group theory and
fields can be found in the appendices.
A Course in Number Theory - H. E. Rose 1995
This textbook covers the main topics in number theory as taught in universities throughout the world.
Number theory deals mainly with properties of integers and rational numbers; it is not an organized theory
in the usual sense but a vast collection of individual topics and results, with some coherent sub-theories and
a long list of unsolved problems. This book excludes topics relying heavily on complex analysis and
advanced algebraic number theory. The increased use of computers in number theory is reflected in many
sections (with much greater emphasis in this edition). Some results of a more advanced nature are also
given, including the Gelfond-Schneider theorem, the prime number theorem, and the Mordell-Weil theorem.
The latest work on Fermat's last theorem is also briefly discussed. Each chapter ends with a collection of
elementary-number-theory-rosen-6th-edition

problems; hints or sketch solutions are given at the end of the book, together with various useful tables.
Elementary Number Theory: Primes, Congruences, and Secrets - William Stein 2008-10-28
This is a book about prime numbers, congruences, secret messages, and elliptic curves that you can read
cover to cover. It grew out of undergr- uate courses that the author taught at Harvard, UC San Diego, and
the University of Washington. The systematic study of number theory was initiated around 300B. C. when
Euclid proved that there are in?nitely many prime numbers, and also cleverly deduced the fundamental
theorem of arithmetic, which asserts that every positive integer factors uniquely as a product of primes.
Over a thousand years later (around 972A. D. ) Arab mathematicians formulated the congruent number
problem that asks for a way to decide whether or not a given positive integer n is the area of a right
triangle, all three of whose sides are rational numbers. Then another thousand years later (in 1976), Di?e
and Hellman introduced the ?rst ever public-key cryptosystem, which enabled two people to communicate
secretely over a public communications channel with no predetermined secret; this invention and the ones
that followed it revolutionized the world of digital communication. In the 1980s and 1990s, elliptic curves
revolutionized number theory, providing striking new insights into the congruent number problem,
primality testing, publ- key cryptography, attacks on public-key systems, and playing a central role in
Andrew Wiles’ resolution of Fermat’s Last Theorem.
Number Theory - Robin Wilson 2020
Number theory is the branch of mathematics primarily concerned with the counting numbers, especially
primes. It dates back to the ancient Greeks, but today it has great practical importance in cryptography,
from credit card security to national defence. This book introduces the main areas of number theory, and
some of its most interesting problems.
A Guide to Elementary Number Theory - Underwood Dudley 2009
"A Guide to Elementary Number Theory is a 140-page exposition of the topics considered in a first course in
number theory. It is intended for those who may have seen the material before but have half-forgotten it,
and also for those who may have misspenttheir youth by not having a course in number theory and who
want to see what it is about without having to wade through traditional texts, some of which approach 500
pages in length. It will be especially useful to graduate students preparing for qualifying exams. Though
Plato did not quite say, "He is unworthy of the name of man who does not know which integers are the
sums of two squares," he came close. This guide can make everyone more worthy."--P. [4] of cover.
Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications - Kenneth H. Rosen 1999
This text is designed for the sophomore/junior level introduction to discrete mathematics taken by students
preparing for future coursework in areas such as math, computer science and engineering. Rosen has
become a bestseller largely due to how effectively it addresses the main portion of the discrete market,
which is typically characterized as the mid to upper level in rigor. The strength of Rosen's approach has
been the effective balance of theory with relevant applications, as well as the overall comprehensive nature
of the topic coverage.
Number Theory - Kuldeep Singh 2020-10-08
Number theory is one of the oldest branches of mathematics that is primarily concerned with positive
integers. While it has long been studied for its beauty and elegance as a branch of pure mathematics, it has
seen a resurgence in recent years with the advent of the digital world for its modern applications in both
computer science and cryptography. Number Theory: Step by Step is an undergraduate-level introduction
to number theory that assumes no prior knowledge, but works to gradually increase the reader's confidence
and ability to tackle more difficult material. The strength of the text is in its large number of examples and
the step-by-step explanation of each topic as it is introduced to help aid understanding the abstract
mathematics of number theory. It is compiled in such a way that allows self-study, with explicit solutions to
all the set of problems freely available online via the companion website. Punctuating the text are short and
engaging historical profiles that add context for the topics covered and provide a dynamic background for
the subject matter.
A Course in Number Theory and Cryptography - Neal Koblitz 2012-09-05
This is a substantially revised and updated introduction to arithmetic topics, both ancient and modern, that
have been at the centre of interest in applications of number theory, particularly in cryptography. As such,
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no background in algebra or number theory is assumed, and the book begins with a discussion of the basic
number theory that is needed. The approach taken is algorithmic, emphasising estimates of the efficiency of
the techniques that arise from the theory, and one special feature is the inclusion of recent applications of
the theory of elliptic curves. Extensive exercises and careful answers are an integral part all of the
chapters.
Elementary Number Theory and Its Applications - Kenneth H. Rosen 2011
This text blends classical theory with modern applications and is notable for its comprehensive exercise
sets.
Elementary Linear Algebra - Stephen Andrilli 2010-02-04
Elementary Linear Algebra develops and explains in careful detail the computational techniques and
fundamental theoretical results central to a first course in linear algebra. This highly acclaimed text focuses
on developing the abstract thinking essential for further mathematical study The authors give early,
intensive attention to the skills necessary to make students comfortable with mathematical proofs. The text
builds a gradual and smooth transition from computational results to general theory of abstract vector
spaces. It also provides flexbile coverage of practical applications, exploring a comprehensive range of
topics. Ancillary list: * Maple Algorithmic testing- Maple TA- www.maplesoft.com Includes a wide variety of
applications, technology tips and exercises, organized in chart format for easy reference More than 310
numbered examples in the text at least one for each new concept or application Exercise sets ordered by
increasing difficulty, many with multiple parts for a total of more than 2135 questions Provides an early
introduction to eigenvalues/eigenvectors A Student solutions manual, containing fully worked out solutions
and instructors manual available
A Classical Introduction to Modern Number Theory - K. Ireland 2013-03-09
This book is a revised and greatly expanded version of our book Elements of Number Theory published in
1972. As with the first book the primary audience we envisage consists of upper level undergraduate
mathematics majors and graduate students. We have assumed some familiarity with the material in a
standard undergraduate course in abstract algebra. A large portion of Chapters 1-11 can be read even
without such background with the aid of a small amount of supplementary reading. The later chapters
assume some knowledge of Galois theory, and in Chapters 16 and 18 an acquaintance with the theory of
complex variables is necessary. Number theory is an ancient subject and its content is vast. Any intro
ductory book must, of necessity, make a very limited selection from the fascinat ing array of possible topics.
Our focus is on topics which point in the direction of algebraic number theory and arithmetic algebraic
geometry. By a careful selection of subject matter we have found it possible to exposit some rather
advanced material without requiring very much in the way oftechnical background. Most of this material is
classical in the sense that is was dis covered during the nineteenth century and earlier, but it is also
modern because it is intimately related to important research going on at the present time.
Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications - Kenneth H. Rosen 2007
The companion Web site -- To the student -- The foundations : logic, sets, and functions -- The fundamentals
: algorithms, the integers, and matrices -- Mathematical reasoning -- Counting -- Advanced counting
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techniques -- Relations -- Graphs -- Trees -- Boolean algebra -- Modeling computation
Discrete Mathematics - Oscar Levin 2018-12-31
Note: This is the 3rd edition. If you need the 2nd edition for a course you are taking, it can be found as a
"other format" on amazon, or by searching its isbn: 1534970746 This gentle introduction to discrete
mathematics is written for first and second year math majors, especially those who intend to teach. The text
began as a set of lecture notes for the discrete mathematics course at the University of Northern Colorado.
This course serves both as an introduction to topics in discrete math and as the "introduction to proof"
course for math majors. The course is usually taught with a large amount of student inquiry, and this text is
written to help facilitate this. Four main topics are covered: counting, sequences, logic, and graph theory.
Along the way proofs are introduced, including proofs by contradiction, proofs by induction, and
combinatorial proofs. The book contains over 470 exercises, including 275 with solutions and over 100 with
hints. There are also Investigate! activities throughout the text to support active, inquiry based learning.
While there are many fine discrete math textbooks available, this text has the following advantages: It is
written to be used in an inquiry rich course. It is written to be used in a course for future math teachers. It
is open source, with low cost print editions and free electronic editions. This third edition brings improved
exposition, a new section on trees, and a bunch of new and improved exercises. For a complete list of
changes, and to view the free electronic version of the text, visit the book's website at
discrete.openmathbooks.org
Elementary Number Theory and Its Applications - Kenneth H. Rosen 1992
New edition of a standard text. Integrates classical material with applications to cryptography and
computer science. The author is with AT&T Bell Labs. Annotation copyright Book News, Inc. Portland, Or.
An Invitation to Modern Number Theory - Steven J. Miller 2006-03-26
In a manner accessible to beginning undergraduates, An Invitation to Modern Number Theory introduces
many of the central problems, conjectures, results, and techniques of the field, such as the Riemann
Hypothesis, Roth's Theorem, the Circle Method, and Random Matrix Theory. Showing how experiments are
used to test conjectures and prove theorems, the book allows students to do original work on such
problems, often using little more than calculus (though there are numerous remarks for those with deeper
backgrounds). It shows students what number theory theorems are used for and what led to them and
suggests problems for further research. Steven Miller and Ramin Takloo-Bighash introduce the problems
and the computational skills required to numerically investigate them, providing background material (from
probability to statistics to Fourier analysis) whenever necessary. They guide students through a variety of
problems, ranging from basic number theory, cryptography, and Goldbach's Problem, to the algebraic
structures of numbers and continued fractions, showing connections between these subjects and
encouraging students to study them further. In addition, this is the first undergraduate book to explore
Random Matrix Theory, which has recently become a powerful tool for predicting answers in number
theory. Providing exercises, references to the background literature, and Web links to previous student
research projects, An Invitation to Modern Number Theory can be used to teach a research seminar or a
lecture class.
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